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In this study, an experimental and numerical investigation was carried out to obtain lift, drag, and pitching

moment data on 65 degree delta and 65/40 degree double-delta wings. The experimental tests were conducted at the

King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals low-speed wind-tunnel facility, whereas the numerical tests were

performed using the commercial computational fluid dynamics software FLUENT. Results from both experiments

and numerical predictions were compared to other experimental data found in literature as well as to the theory of

Polhamus. The results of comparison of surface pressure coefficient distribution and vortex breakdown location

show good agreement with experiments. Overall, the comparison of result shows good agreement between different

experimental studies as well as good agreement with the computational fluid dynamics predictions and the

theoretical calculations.

Nomenclature

A = aspect ratio
b = wing span, m
CD = wing drag coefficient
CD0 = profile drag coefficient
CL = wing lift coefficient
CN = normal force coefficient
CT = thrust force coefficient
c = chord, m
cp = pressure coefficient
cr = root chord, m
p = pressure, N=m2

q = dynamic pressure, N=m2

Rec = chord Reynolds number, �Vc=1
S = wing area, m2

s = semispan length, m
T = temperature, K
t = thickness, m
V = velocity, m=s
y = spanwise direction, m
� = angle of attack, deg
� = sweep angle, deg
� = density, kg=m3

/ = viscosity, m2=s

I. Introduction

I N A steady flow, the lift of a two-dimensional airfoil is
contributed mainly by the leading-edge suction peak. The lift

increases with increasing angle of attack until the stall angle is
reached. The separation on the upper surface will then reduce the
leading-edge suction peak causing the lift to drop. The static stall
angle for a two-dimensional airfoil is about 10–15 deg. The lift-

producing mechanism of a delta wing is somewhat different. The
leading-edge suction peak predicted by potential theory does not
exist [1]. Instead, two smooth suction peaks are seen to exist inward
of the leading edges. These peaks are produced by a pair of stationary
leading-edge vortices formed by separation flow on the low-pressure
side of the wing. Therefore, the lift on a delta wing is created by the
separated vortical structures rather than by the attached flow over a
convex surface. The lift keeps increasing with � until the leading-
edge vortex breaks down at an angle of about 30 deg or more. The
flow over a double-delta or straked-delta wing is also found to be
similar to that over the delta wing. Hence, delta and double-delta
wings provide increased lift at high angles of attack.

Recent technological advances stress the need of high-lift and low-
drag forces in a wide range of angles of attack, specifically in regard
to advanced fighter aircraft to maintain their superiority through
superior maneuverability. Because the maximum lift of a two-
dimensional airfoil is typically obtained at 10–15 deg angle of attack
beyond which the airfoil stalls, one way to enhance performance of
fighter aircraft at high angle of attack is the use of delta or double-
deltawings. Asflow separates along the leading edges of a delta wing
at nonzero angle of attack, vertical flow results into leading-edge
vortices (Fig. 1) [2]. These vortices produce a very low-pressure
region and can account for up to 30% of the total lift at moderate
angles of attack [3]. For example, a 70 deg delta wing continues to
increase its lift up to an angle of attack of about 40 deg.
Unfortunately, there are limits to the benefits produced by the delta/
double-delta wing vortices. As the angle of attack is increased
further, there is a sudden change in the vortexflowfieldwhen the core
and structure of the vortex breaks down. Puckett and Stewart [3] used
a combination of source distribution and conical flow theory to
investigate the flow about delta- and arrow-shaped planforms. Cases
studied included subsonic and/or supersonic leading and trailing
edges with double-wedge airfoil sections. Polhamus [4,5] developed
the leading-edge suction analogy. The correlation developed by
Polhamus applies to thin wings having neither camber nor twist.
Furthermore, themethod is applicable to wings for which the leading
edges are of sufficient sharpness that separation is fixed at the lead-
ing edge.

Some of the more recent investigations focus on the study of the
processes underlying vortex breakdown through flow visualization
experiments [6–16], theoretical/semi-empirical [17–21], and
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [22–30] based prediction
methods involving delta and/or double-delta wings. One of the
objectives of this study is to successfully and accurately model the
65 deg delta and 65=40 deg double-delta wings so as to obtain
reliable prediction of aerodynamic loads at high angles of attack.
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Thus, thefirst task of the studywas to successfully and reliably obtain
experimental aerodynamic performance data on the 65 deg delta and
65=40 deg double-delta model wings. The data was then compared
with other experimental data found in literature. Once the validity of
the experimental data is established, the experimental data can then
be used to validate in-house computational study and thus ascertain
themaximumpossible benefit that can be obtained through operation
at high angles of attack in terms of maneuverability at high angles of
attack. Future studies can then provide an insight into the location of
leading-edge vortices as a function of leading-edge sweep and other
test conditions. This information will be vital for a parallel in-house
study to numerically investigate the effect of spanwise suction on
delta-wing aerodynamics, in general, and vortex interaction and
breakdown, in particular. Thus, the ongoing effort will provide
useful information regarding the best location for spanwise suction
for a given delta/double-delta wing geometry and flight conditions to
investigate the effect of suction in further delaying the vortex
breakdown process and greatly enhancing the vortex lift envelop.

In the sections that follow, the paper presents some brief details of
the in-house experimental setup, the numerical model, and the CFD
tool used for the analysis, a results and discussion section
highlighting some of the key results, experimental as well as
numerical, of this investigation of the 65 deg delta and 65=40 deg
double-delta wings, followed by some brief conclusions.

II. Experimental Facility

Experiments on the 65 deg delta and 65=40 deg double-delta
wings were conducted in the wind-tunnel facility at King Fahd
University of Petroleum andMinerals (KFUPM). A brief description
of the models and the experimental setup is given next.

A. Model Description

The delta and double-delta wing models used in the experiments
are shown in Fig. 2. Both the wings were made up of smooth, flat
aluminum plate sections with beveled leading edges and rectangular
trailing edges. The key features of the twowings are listed in Table 1.
The dimensions of the delta-wingmodel are as follows: leading-edge
sweep angle �le � 65 deg, root chord c� 0:3 m, wing span
b� 0:2798 m, wing area S� cb=2� 0:04197 m2, aspect ratio

AR� b2=S� 1:865, bevel angle� 8:5 deg, and thickness t�
0:01 m. The dimensions of the double-delta wing model are as
follows: inboard leading-edge sweep �i � 65 deg, outboard
leading-edge sweep angle �o � 40 deg, root chord c� 0:301 m,
wing span b� 0:468 m, wing area S� cb=2� 0:0539 m2, aspect
ratio AR� b2=S� 4:064, bevel angle� 8:5 deg, and thickness
t� 0:01 m.

B. Wind-Tunnel Facility

Experiments were conducted at the low-speed blowdown wind
tunnel of KFUPM, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, which is of the open-
return type as shown in Fig. 3. The test section is rectangular and has
dimensions of 0:8 m � 1:1 m and a length of 3 m. The maximum
freestream velocity in the empty test section is V � 35 m=s and the
turbulence level is slightly less than 1%. The tunnel is operated
continuously and a centrifugal blower is driven by a 15 kW electric
motor.

C. Test Conditions

For the balance measurements, the freestream dynamic pressure q
was 100 N=m2 and the freestream velocity upstream of the model
was about 13 m=s, which gives a chord Reynolds number of Rec �
2:67 � 105 based on model centerline chord. The velocity was kept
constant within�2%. The temperature of the air was also constant at
a value of T � 300 K within �1%, and the atmospheric pressure
p� 1:008 � 105 N=m2 within �2%. The test conditions for the
current investigation covered a range of angle of attack � from 0–
40 deg within �0:5 deg.

D. Data Acquisition

The wing models were mounted on a Rollab six-component
balance. The balance (Rollab model I6B312) is an internal six-
component strain gauge of a bending beam type, designed tomeasure
the force and moment systems on wind-tunnel models that are
mounted on the fore end of the balance and fixed bymeans of a screw
and key. The aft end of the balance is fixed to one of three alternative
balance legs, which in turn are mounted on the vertical strut of the
fully-automated attitude mechanism (ATM312). Each balance leg is
provided with a clamping device to obtain three ranges of angles of
attack (�8–32, 22–62, and 52–92 deg). The balance is provided with

Fig. 1 Vortex core development over a delta wing [1].

Fig. 2 Schematics of a) 65 deg delta and b) 65=40 deg double-delta

wings.

Table 1 Key features of the wing models

Parameter Delta Double delta

Leading-edge/inboard sweep, �le=�i 65 deg 65 deg
Outboard sweep, �o —— 40 deg
Root chord, cr 0.3 m 0.301 m
Wing span, b 0.2798 m 0.468 m
Wing area, S 0:04197 m2 0:05390 m2

Aspect ratio, A 1.865 4.064
Thickness, t 0.01 m 0.01 m
Bevel angle 8.5 deg 8.5 deg

Fig. 3 The open-circuit-type wind-tunnel test facility at KFUPM.
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six strain gauge (SG) bridges. The zero drift of the SG bridges is
compensated for changes in the temperature level. The Rollab
balance is supplied with a calibration matrix based on a second-
degree mathematical model. Balance nominal loads, which can be
exceeded in an emergency situation by 100%without any permanent
deformation, are given in Table 2. A smart differential pressure
transducer with an uncertainty error of �1% was also used for
measuring the dynamic pressure. The balance comes with very
useful graphical user-interface modules based on LabView software
for various functionalities related to balance calibration, data
acquisition, data processing (graphical and or text), hardware tests,
etc., that help facilitate data acquisition, recording, and
postprocessing.

III. Numerical Model

The second part of the current study involved numerical
investigation of the aerodynamic loads on the 65 deg delta and
65=40 deg double-delta wings using FLUENT§ (v6.0.20), a state-
of-the-art commercial computational fluid dynamics solver.
FLUENT was used not only to obtain the aerodynamic loads on
the numericalmodels but also to determine how closely it can be used
to model the delta-wing vortex dynamics. FLUENT can simulate a
large variety of flow problems from subsonic to hypersonic, viscous
and inviscid conditions. The geometry for the CFD analysis is
modeled using the GAMBIT (v2.0.4) software associated with
FLUENT.Different CFDproblems require different mesh types, and
GAMBIT provides a host of options in a single package, in that it
allows various options for volume meshing three-dimensional
geometries that include structured/unstructured, hex/tetrahedral,
boundary layer, and manual/automated meshing with control over
grid clustering.Moreover, it can be used tomesh using automatic cell
size distribution to correctly account for sharp curvatures, boundary
layers, etc., using the size-function functionality. The choice ofmesh
is greatly dependent on the choice of turbulencemodel, which in turn
depends on considerations such as the physics to be modeled, the
level of accuracy required, the available computational resources, as
well as time available for the study. To choose the most appropriate
turbulence model, a basic understanding of the capabilities and
limitation of the various turbulence models needs to be understood.
A brief discussion of the various turbulence models available in
FLUENT and the reasons for the choice of turbulence model
considered in this study are given next. For details on the various
turbulence models available in FLUENT, the reader should refer to
the associated literature.

The most economical options (computationalwise) available in
FLUENT are the different methods for the solution of the Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations for the mean flow
quantities, with all the scales of the turbulence being modeled. The
RANSmethod uses theBoussinesq hypothesis to relate theReynolds
stresses to the mean velocity gradients to facilitate closure of the
governing equations. The RANS approach is most commonly used
for practical engineering problems and uses turbulence models such
as Spalart–Allmaras [31], k-" [32–35], and k-! [36,37], and their
variants, to name a few.

The Spalart–Allmaras [31] model is a one-equation model that
solves a modeled transport equation for the kinematic eddy
(turbulent) viscosity in which it is not necessary to calculate a length
scale related to the local shear layer thickness. In its original form, the

Spalart–Allmaras model is a low-Reynolds-number model and
requires proper resolution of the viscous-affected region of the
boundary layer. In FLUENT, however, the Spalart–Allmaras model
has been incorporated to usewall functionswhen themesh resolution
is not sufficiently fine and relatively crude simulations on coarse
meshes are to be performed where accurate turbulent flow
computations are not critical. The k-" [32–35] and k-! [36,37]
turbulence models, and their variants, are a class of two-equation
semi-empirical/empirical models which solve the model transport
equations for the turbulence kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate
", or the specific dissipation rate!, which can also be considered as a
ratio of k to ", respectively. The k-" turbulence model was primarily
designed for turbulent core flows (i.e., the flow in the regions
somewhat far from walls). To give due consideration to the effect of
the presence of walls, the k-! turbulence model suitable for wall-
bounded flows was developed. The standard k-! [36] turbulence
model includes modifications for low-Reynolds-number effects,
compressibility, and shearflow spreading that predict free-shearflow
spreading rates that are in close agreement withmeasurements for far
wakes, mixing layers, and plane, round, and radial jets, and is thus
recommended§ for wall-bounded flows and free-shear flows. An
improvement over the standard k-! turbulence model is the shear-
stress transport (SST) k-! [37] turbulence model that incorporates a
blending function designed to activate the standard k-! turbulence
model in the near-wall region and activate the k-" turbulence model
away from the surface. The SST k-! [37] turbulence model also
incorporates a damped cross-diffusion derivative term in the !
equation, along with a modified definition of turbulent viscosity to
account for the transport of the turbulent shear stress.

Near the wall, variables have large gradients, and the momentum
and other scalar transports occur most vigorously because the walls
are the main source of mean vorticity and turbulence; therefore,
accurate resolution of the flow in the near-wall region determines the
fidelity of numerical solutions. The near-wall region is generally
considered to be composed of three layers. The innermost layer,
known as the viscous sublayer, is almost laminar in which the
(molecular) viscosity plays a dominant role inmomentum and heat or
mass transfer. The outer layer, known as the fully turbulent layer, is
where turbulence plays a major role. There exists an interim region
between the viscous sublayer and the fully turbulent layer, where the
effects of molecular viscosity and turbulence are equally important.
In FLUENT, two approaches are available to model the near-wall
region.

In one approach, the viscous sublayer and the interim layer are not
resolved. Instead, semi-empirical formulas called “wall functions”
are used to bridge the viscous sublayer and interim layer (viscosity-
affected region) between the wall and the fully turbulent region. The
wall functions are a set of semi-empirical relations for 1) laws-of-the-
wall for mean velocity and temperature (or other scalars), and
2) formulas for near-wall turbulent quantities which, in effect, bridge
the solution variables at the near-wall cells and the corresponding
quantities on the wall. As mentioned earlier, the Spalart–Allmaras
model in FLUENT has been modified to use in conjunction with the
wall functions. The mesh guidelines for the wall functions approach
suggest that the distance from the wall at the wall-adjacent cell must
be determined by considering the range of validity of the log-law.
Because the log-law is valid for y� > 30 to 60, a value close to
y� � 30 is recommended§ and the boundary layer should contain a
few cells.

In the other approach, known as the “near-wall modeling,” the
turbulence models require the viscous sublayer and interim layer to
be resolved with a mesh all the way to the wall. The mesh guidelines
for the near-wall modeling approach suggest that the wall-adjacent
cell must be on the order of y� � 1. A higher y� (y� �<4 or 5) is
also acceptable, so long as it is well inside the viscous sublayer.
Moreover, there should be at least 10 cells within the viscosity-
affected region near the wall (Rey < 200) to be able to resolve the
mean velocity and turbulent quantities in that region. For high-
Reynolds-number flows, the wall-function approach substantially
saves computational resources, because the viscous sublayer and
interim layer, inwhich the solution variables changemost rapidly, do

Table 2 Rollab sting balance nominal loads

Force/moment Nominal load

Normal force 150 N
Axial force 40 N
Side force 50 N
Pitching moment 5 N �m
Yawing moment 4 N �m
Rolling moment 3 N �m

§FLUENT (v6.0.20) and GAMBIT (v2.0.4) software: www.fluent.com.
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not need to be resolved. However, for the low-Reynolds-number
flows such as is the case in this study, the viscous sublayer and
interim layer need to be resolved properly to obtain any meaningful
results.

Initially, the use of the wall functions approach on a mesh
consisting of tetrahedral cells was constructed using the size-
function (automated grid generation) functionality available in
GAMBIT. In this case, two different size functions were defined: one
to capture the effects near the wall such that y� � 30 at the wall, and
the second to economize the number of cells in the outer region that
extended to the far-field boundary. In this case, the one-equation
Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model, with the vorticity-based
production option, was used because it is able to keep the resolution
at a low level of complexity, especially in regions of high-velocity
gradient. Moreover, the segregated and implicit formulation was
used to iteratively arrive at a converged solution. FLUENT runs
using the wall-function approach with size-function functionality
suggested that, for accurate resolution of aerodynamic loads, a mesh
size of 2–3 million cells is needed. Because such a computational
resource was not available, the computational effort switched and
focused on the near-wall modeling approach, in which the wall-
adjacent cell height was on the order of y� < 3 and at least 10 cells
were used within the viscous sublayer. Use of hexahedral cells and
H-type topology were used to mesh the computational domain.
Figure 4 shows the different views of the computational grid around
the deltawing thatwas generated usingGAMBIT. The regions above
and below the delta and double-delta wing were meshed using the
Cooper/Hex option, whereas the rest of the regions were meshed
using the Hex option. Of all the available turbulencemodels tested in
the study (k-", standard k-!, and SST k-!, etc.), the SST k-!, model

yielded aerodynamic loads (lift, drag coefficients) closer to the
experimentally observed values. Initially, the first-order upwind
schemes were used in conjunction with relaxation factors between
0.4–0.7. After 500–600 iterations, the second-order discretization
schemes were employed. The convergence criteria used to monitor
solution convergence was based on a two to three order-of-
magnitude drop in the value of the residuals of mass, momentum,
energy, and turbulent viscosity.

Typical grids were on the order of 1.2–1.5 million cells. Because
of the coarse nature of initial grids, grid adaptation was typically
carried out to achieve a value of y� < 3. Adapted grids typically
consisted of approximately 20–30% more cells. The key features of
the numerical models are listed in Table 3. The average CPU time per
iteration listed in Table 3 is based on computations on a personal
computer equipped with Pentium 4, single 2 GHz CPU, and 1 GB of
RAM.

IV. Results and Discussion

This section gives a brief description of the main results of the
study. Figure 5 shows a comparison of 65 deg delta-wing lift
coefficient based on theory (Polhamus [5]), experiments (present
study as well as others), and CFD (present study). The results of the
theory were based on the theory proposed by Polhamus. The profile
drag componentwas calculated using a panelmethodwith an integral
boundary-layer calculation. In Fig. 6, a comparison of 65 deg
delta-wing induced drag coefficient based on theory, experiments
(present study as well as others), and CFD (present study) is
presented. Similarly, Fig. 7 shows a comparison of 65=40 deg
double-delta wing lift coefficient based on theory, experiments
(present study as well as others), and CFD (present study), whereas
Fig. 8 shows a comparison of 65=40 deg double-delta wing drag
coefficient based on theory, experiments, and CFD. Figure 9 shows a
comparison of 65 deg delta wing normal and tangential force
coefficients based on theory (Polhamus) and experiment (current
study). Finally, Fig. 10 shows a comparison of spanwise pressure
coefficient distribution along the 50% chord predicted by FLUENT
on the 65 deg delta wing of [38] at �� 30 deg. The vortex

Fig. 4 Details of computationmesh for delta wing: a) side view of entire

domain, b–d) close-up views of the mesh, and e) perspective view of the

mesh viewed showing the lower surface.

Table 3 Key features of the numerical models

Parameter Delta Double delta

Grid size, hexahedral cells 1,230,968 1,498,678
Process total memory, MB 550 630
Reynolds number 0.267 million 0.267 million
Mach number 0.04 0.04
Average CPU time/iteration, s 40 68

Fig. 5 Comparison of 65 deg delta-wing lift coefficient based on theory,

experiments, and CFD.
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breakdown occurs nearly at 20% chord for the 65 deg delta wing at
�� 30 deg, which is also confirmed by experiments [38,39].
Overall, the comparison of results shows good agreement between
different experimental studies as well as good agreement with the
CFD predictions and the theoretical calculations.

V. Conclusions

In this study, an experimental and numerical investigation was
carried out to obtain lift, drag, and pitching moment data on 65 deg
delta and 65=40 deg double-delta wings. The experimental tests
were conducted at the KFUPM low-speed wind-tunnel facility,
whereas the numerical tests were performed using the commercial
CFD software FLUENT. Results from both experiments and
numerical predictions were compared with other experimental data
found in literature as well as to the theory of Polhamus [5]. The
results of comparison of surface pressure coefficient distribution and
vortex breakdown location show good agreement with experiments.
Overall, the comparison of result shows good agreement between
different experimental studies as well as good agreement with the
CFD predictions and the theoretical calculations.
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